Let ~x ~ b be a. consis tent syst em of linp,ar inequal ities. The principal res ult is a quantitative formulatIOn of th e fa ct t hat if x "almost " sa t isfi es the inequ a lit ies t hen x is "close" t o a solu t ion. It is fur ther shown how it is possible in cert ain cases to e~timate the $ize of the vector joining x to the nearest solu t ion from t he magn itude of t he p osit ive coordi nates of A x -b.
l. Introduction
In many comp utational sch emes for solving a ystem of linear inequali ties (1) (briefly, Ax~b ), one arrives at a vector x that " almost " satisfies (1). It is almost obvious geometrically that, if (1) is consisten t, one can infer that ther e is a solution Xo of (1) " close" to x. The purpose of this r eport is to justify and formulate precisely this assertion .l We shall use fairly general defini tions of functions th at measure th e size of vectors, since i t may be possible to obtain better estima te of the constan t c (whose importan t role is describ ed in the statemen t of the th eorem ) for om e measuring functions than for others. We shall make a few remarks on the estimation of c after completing th e proof of the main theorem .
. The Main Theorem vVe require the following

Defini tions:
For any r eal number a, we de fine
For any vector y =(y " ., Yk), we define y+= (yt , . . . , y:) . (2) .. A. posi tive homogeneou f unction F k defined on k-space is a r eal con tinu ous function satisfying Then th re exists a ds>O such that xeE i mplie P rooj oj the theorem . Let x be any vector exterior to the solu tions Q of (1), let Xo be the point of Q nearest to x, and let S be defined as in lemma 2.
Let M be the matrix ob tained from A by substitut-ing 0 for the rows not in S, and let ;; be the vector obtained from b by substituting 0 for the components not contained in S. 
Thus X-Xo belongs to the set E of lemma 3, and
where d = min ds .
using lemma 1. Setting c= eld completes the proof of the theorem.
Estimates of c for various norms
None of the estimates to be obtained is satisfactory, since each requires an inordinate amount of computation except in special cases. It is worth remarking, however, that even without knowledge of the size of c, the theorem is of use in insuring that any compu tation scheme that makes (A x-b)+ approach 0 will bring x close to the set of solutions of (1). This guarantees, for instance, that in Brown's method for solving games the computed strategy vector is approaching the set of optimal strategy vectors .
In what follows let
I' x l = maximum of the absolute values of the co Ol·dina tes of x; Il x ll = sum of the absolute values of the coordinates of x;
Illxlll= the sq uare root of the sum of the squares of the coordinates of x .
Note that if Fm is anyone of these norms, then e = 1. We consider these cases:
Case I. Fn=111 III , Fm=1 I. If G=(Cii) IS a square matrix of rth order, let where the Gi/s are the cofactors of the elements of
CiJ'
Using this notation, and assuming that the n rows of (1) are normalized so that :8 ail = 1, Agmon j=1 (see p . 9 of reference in footnote 2) has shown that if 
We now prove thatE C K' . Assume x eE. Then,
(o therwise let w be a sufficiently small positive number; then w z eQ and wz·wz-2wz·x< O). Consider z as the coordinates of a half space whose bounding plane contains the origin. Then (4) says that all half spaces (" through" th e origin) containing the row vectors of M also contain X . It is a fundamental result in the theory of linear inequalities 3 that this later statement implies that x is in the cone genera t ed by the rows of M . H ence E C K' . (6) where as is the largest absolute value of the cO-Ol'dinates of AI, . . . , A le.
It follows from the homogeneity of I(Mx )+l/l xl that we need only consider x~E such tha t if x is expressed k as in (5), ~ }. j= 1. H ence,
A ;
where Vs is th e value of zero sum two person game whose matrix is gij. Therefore, from (6) and (7) min I(Mx)+I;;::: vs . Then we ob tain, with a having the ame meaning as in (9) (10)
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